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1. ABSTRACT: The trend of increasing containership size (length, beam, and draft) continues. The 

increase in containership size, especially beam size (bay size), increased berth and port time at a given 

number of lifts per hour. There are emerging technologies that allow a spreader of ship-to-shore gantry 

to handle multiple containers in a single lift.  This paper studies the impact of the increase in the 

containership bay size on berth time and the role the spreader of gantry cranes can play in keeping up 

with the increase of bay size, thus reducing vessel port time. The paper analyzes the moves of containers 

per lift with different spreader technologies, where a spreader can handle one or multiple containers in 

one lift. The paper determines the combination of spreader technology needed to accommodate mega 

containerships with large bay sizes in order to reduce vessel port time. After a literature review, using 

the bay time determination method developed by the authors, the paper analyzes the moves per lift of 

different spreader technologies, vessel operations and containership bay size configurations. The 

analysis determines the optimal combination of equipment to comply with liner service schedules and 

the difficulties the equipment might pose on a marine container terminal.   

2. INTRODUCTION 

Containerships have been increasing in size. In 2017, OOCL launched five Triple-E1 mega-

containerships of 21,413 Twenty-foot Equivalent Units (TEU) each. For 2019, MSC and CMA CGM have 

on order twenty 22,000 TEU containerships. Currently, there are already sixty-six 18,000 TEU plus ships 

in service, and another forty-eight of 20,000 TEU plus are on order (Wikipedia, 2017). This phenomenon 

accentuates the continuing trend of increasing vessel size with projections of 24,000 TEU ships in 2020 

(Sea Trade Maritime News, 2018).  

The steady increase in orders of Triple-E class containerships is to take advantage of the economies of 

scale they provide at sea. As a result, pressure is rising on the ports to provide an appropriate productivity 

level that would discharge and load (D&L) mega-containerships quickly and efficiently within an allotted 

amount of time. The minimum amount of time it takes to D&L a containership depends on the containership 

bay size, the dominating factor of pier time, and the quay crane (QC) productivity (QC is also known as 

ship-to-shore container crane or gantry crane.). The larger the bay size, the more time it takes to D&L at a 

given QC productivity level (Yahalom and Guan, 2016). The increase in productivity levels of the QC has 

been very slow. The gap between the increase in QC productivity level and the increase in containership 

bay size is growing (Yahalom and Guan, 2017).  

 
1 "Triple E" is derived from "Economy of scale, Energy efficient and Environmentally improved".  
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Pressure mounts from carriers onto terminal operators as carriers request shorter stays at the port, and 

terminal operators need to improve the productivity rate in order to attract mega containerships. Currently, 

the QC productivity range is 25 to 38 lifts per hour. Through advancement in technology and terminal 

automation, the APM Terminal at Rotterdam has reached an average of 40 lifts per hour, the highest 

recorded in a port today (Port of Rotterdam, 2015). With respect to automation, shipping companies like 

Maersk are unconvinced that automation alone will increase lifts per hour as there has been no breakthrough 

yet that has resulted in 40 to 50 lifts per hour (Perina and Barrons, 2015). Furthermore, automation should 

also emphasize the increase in the number of containers moved per lift. 

The quayside area of terminal operations is where port managers must invest to increase the productivity 

levels. The QC D&L process is the most important. QCs are limited by technology, but maximizing 

spreader capability would reduce the hours it takes to D&L a vessel bay. Currently, the maximum 

a spreader discharges is three 40ft containers or six 20ft containers per lift of the QC.  
The paper discusses and demonstrates container moves per lift and their implications. A lift is defined 

as a QC spreader move to lift a single or multiple containers at once. A move is the number of containers a 

spreader can handle in one lift. For example, a spreader lifting and moving one container is a one-to-one 

ratio of move to lift. Whereas a spreader handling two 20ft containers and one 40ft container simultaneously 

would be a move-to-lift ratio of 3:1. Looking at various types of spreaders and technologies, the goal of 

terminal managers is to optimize spreader utilization in order to reduce the time it takes to D&L the largest 

bay, which is the dominating factor of pier time. 

After the literature review, the methodology develops a move-to-lift ratio model given different spreader 

technologies in order to increase QC productivity for the largest bay at an allotted amount of time to 

complete the vessel operations. The conclusion identifies various spreader performances to minimize bay 

time, pier time and the constraints that may prohibit the QC productivity from reaching its potential.   

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The literature addressing QC performance focuses on container terminal quayside operation 

synchronized with the yard operation. In this respect there is indirect mentioning of quayside equipment. 

According to Diabat (2014), quayside is designated to allocate berths to arriving ships, and QCs are 

responsible for the D&L of the ships. The quality of the quayside equipment affects container throughput 

and handling efficiency, which in turn carries over into the yard operations. Jordan (2013) agrees with 

Diabat (2014) that QC productivity is a critical component of terminal productivity and may become the 

limiting component of terminal operations.  

Quayside operation is the first part in managing a containership’s berth time. There are several articles 

addressing quayside productivity, including berth and QC allocation and scheduling issues. Choo, et al 

(2010) analyze crane sequencing problems for multi-ships to minimize port stays using a heuristic approach 

based on a mixed-integer programming model. Hyongmo (2015) indicates that a mega containership should 

be in a container port for one day and altogether the QCs move 4,500 containers for the 18,000 TEU vessel 

class that is 80 percent of the quay utilization. Choo, et al (2010) look at yard congestion from high load 

and discharge activities.  

As QC technology advances, researchers address the QC tandem lift. Choi, et al (2014) developed an 

operating system for the optimization of the container terminal by using tandem-lift QCs. Results show that 

as the tandem ratio increases, QC waiting time decreases, but yard crane waiting time increases due to an 

increase in quay activities. Chao and Lin (2011) studied tandem lifts for 40ft containers at Kaohsiung Port 

as alternates to single-lift QCs. Bartosek (2013) confirmed that QCs serve as one of the essential elements 

of the transshipment containers in a terminal.  Yi, et al (2016) studied QC hoisting and concludes that the 

preference is “to use a single hoist dual spreader headblock at Yangshan Ports on the twin 40ft container 

QC.” 

Researchers study spreaders and tandem lifts. Bartosek (2013) looks at crane components and reveals 

future requirements for QC productivity. He and others also believe that tandem spreaders that can lift three 
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20ft containers or two 40ft containers are economical and more profitable. Lashkari, et al (2017) analyze 

the use of scheduling multi-spreader cranes that are capable of switching from multi-spreader to single-

spreader modes. Huang, et al (2012) look at twinlift spreaders through a support vector machine-based 

fuzzy rules acquisition system.  

The difficulties of implementing a multi-spreader approach deal with the variables of the stowing plan 

and yard congestion. Song (n.d.) looks at stow plans for each containership bay and the complexities in 

using multi-spreaders or single-spreaders depending on an odd or even number of rows in a bay. Choi, et 

al (2013) identify multiple capabilities of a spreader and how ship-to-yard vehicles must handle multiple 

containers in order to improve throughput of yard operations. Tierney, et al (2013) address optimizing 

multi-spreader productivity and stowage planning problems, while Delgado, et al (2012) describe a program 

that distributes containers to bay sections and slots.   

The literature review did not find an explanation of spreader technology and its use in optimization of 

multi-lift spreader in the D&Ling of a container bay. Though articles were found regarding container stow 

plans, tandem QC scheduling, and multi-lift spreader use and their effects on yard congestion, no article 

has discussed the role of a spreader in closing the gap between bay size increase and QC productivity 

increase, which are the subject of this paper.   

4. METHODOLOGY 

Carriers seek a short and quick turnaround time in the port which is the time it takes to complete all the 

jobs between vessel’s docking (berthing) and undocking (un-berthing). The dominating turnaround factor 

on board the containership is the bay size.  

The methodology starts by describing the bay time principle that is based on the bay size and QC 

productivity and continues with a detailed description of several QC productivity issues, ratio of moves per 

lift and its critical technological components. The methodology completes with a determination of an 

effective productivity level and its associated technology that keeps a liner service on schedule.   

4.1 Bay time   

Bay time is defined as the amount of time it takes to D&L the largest fully loaded bay of a containership 

(Yahalom and Guan, 2016). From Yahalom and Guan (2017), “Containership bay time is determined by 

containership bay holding capacity (or size) (Bi) and quay crane productivity (lifts per hour) (P) (Yahalom 

and Guan, 2016). Since a bay is D&L’d, bay time is two times the time it takes to only discharge or load a 

bay, counting every container move separately and as one lift each (Equation 1).     

(1)                                                          B𝑖𝑡  =  
2B𝑖𝑐

P
      

Where:  

Bit is bay time (in hours).   

Bic is the number of containers (20ft and/or 40ft) in a bay, multiplied by 2 due to D&L. 

P is quay crane productivity measured in container lifts per hour.”  

The time it takes to D&L a bay is a function of the bay size and QC productivity. The larger the bay, the 

more time it takes to complete D&Ling the entire bay and a vessel at a given QC productivity level 

(Yahalom and Guan, 2016, 2017). The larger the QC productivity, the less time it takes to completely D&L 

a bay, which is this paper’s focus. 

4.2 Productivity characteristics  

The D&L bay time determination is complex. It depends on several QC operation variables, divided into 

four categories: D&L operations (together and separately), QC operator’s skills, QC operation technology 

used and container terminal contracts with vessel owners/operators. Each of these categories impacts QC 

productivity differently. Equation 2 is a modification of equation 1, taking into account these characteristics 
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as follows:  

(2)                                            B𝑖𝑡  =  
BD𝑖𝑐

P .  r .  t .  d
   +    

BL𝑖𝑐

P .  r .  t .  d
                

Where: 

2Bic   =   BDic  +  BLic is the number of containers (20ft and/or 40ft) D&L’d in a bay. The D&L 

operation is separated to discharge (D) and load (L). 

P is quay crane productivity measured in container lifts per hour. 

r is the ratio of the average number of containers moved per lift. 

t is a coefficient of utilization of the theoretical productivity.  

d is a coefficient of dual cycle, taking into account dual cycle operations productivity. 

Bay time could be subject to all or some of the variables identified in equation 2. Several of the 

variables are self-explanatory.  
The moves-per-lift ratio (r) is a QC productivity measure indicating the theoretical average number of 

containers moved per lift (Equations 2 and 3). The ratio is the basis for determining the needs for 

performance enhancement.  

(3)                                        r =  
M (𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑠)

L  (𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡)
            

A lift (L) is defined as a simple QC spreader pickup of a container(s) to discharge or load.    For example, 

a lift could be one container or a block of six containers. In either case, it is one lift. A move (M) is the 

number of containers a spreader can handle (move) in one lift. From the aforementioned, for a lift of one 

container, M = 1, and for a lift of six containers, M = 6. The r’s average ratio in equation 2 is one or larger 

(r ≥ 1).  

• r = 1 is the most common operation of moving one container at a time. Historically, for a containership 

with a small number of D&Ls, one lift is equal to one move (L = M). This operation is usually with a 

spreader designed to move a single container, which is also the operation’s baseline.  

• r > 1 is an operation based on moving multiple containers per lift. This measure is applied to dual 

cycling and advanced spreader technology.  

The coefficient of utilization (t) addresses the deficiencies of QC multi-container D&L operations due 

to technologies such as twinlift, triple-lift, quatro-lift, hexa-lift (six) and their combinations. A multi-

container operation takes more time to lock containers to both the spreader on board a vessel and quay when 

placing containers on a flatbed, compared to a single container D&L operation. The added time is due to 

technology adjustment, sometimes per lift, and slower hoisting and trolling of the D&L operation. Since 

the moves per lift (r) are theoretically associated with the spreader technology (twinlift: r =2, triple-lift: r = 

3, and quatro-lift: r = 4), the operating productivity t is reported at 70 percent of the one-container-per-lift 

operation. This average coefficient could also include the occasional system failure time (Bartosek and 

Marek, 2013). Furthermore, one can also expect a non-linear relation of the coefficient of utilization; with 

an increase in r, the utilization could be smaller, for example, when r = 4, t = 65 percent.     

The Coefficient of dual cycle (d) operation refers to a QC moving two containers in each cycle, 

discharging an import container and loading an export container on the return trip to pick up the next import 

container. A dual cycle operation, which is feasible only below deck and not for all tiers, turns an empty 

trolley crane move into a more productive move, doubling the number of containers moved in one cycle. 

Through their research Goodchild and Daganzo (2006, 2007) demonstrate that QC dual-cycle productivity 

can increase overall D&L operations by 10 percent. 

The pressure on terminal operators to move multiple containers is common in large or busy marine 

container terminals. The pressure is driven by competition and turnaround time specifications in the 

contracts, especially when vessels are large and the existing technology is inadequate to complete the D&L 

operation on time. However, the multiple container moving operation has its limits because, presently, it is 

feasible only for (1) dual cycle operation below deck and for (2) twinlift operation when discharging a bay. 

Therefore, what is a sufficient r for completing a bay on time?  
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5. BAY SIZE AND QC PERFORMANCE 

Bay size determines the number of containers for D&L in a containership. The larger the bay, the more 

containers are stored and moved. Frequently a bay is separated by a hatch cover between the above and 

below decks. For example, a Triple E containership’s largest bay could store above deck 230 40ft containers 

(23 rows x 10 tiers) and below deck 174 40ft containers (22 rows x 8 tiers - 2) or a total of 404 40ft 

containers. Other Triple Es design the largest bay with 396 40ft containers. For subsequent illustrations a 

bay size of 396 40ft containers is used.  

The evolution of bay size increase and QC productivity increase (lifts per hour) over the last 20 years is 

not synchronized. For example, the increase in containership bay size since the launching of the Panamax 

vessel class some 20 years ago was 202 percent (from the Panamax’s 131 40ft containers per bay to the 

Triple E’s with 396 40ft containers per bay). The increase in QC single lifts per hour in the last 20 years 

was 90 percent (from 20 to 38 lifts per hour). These two trends resulted in a gap between them of 112 

percent (Yahalom and Guan, 2017 and Figure 1 reproduced from the study). The persistent gap is 

recognized by the industry which is challenging terminal operators to handle 6,000 containers in a 24-hour 

period (van Marle, 2015). 

 

Figure 1: Slots per Bay Growth and Productivity Growth 

The gap can be closed by using a combination of an increase in each of the QC operation alternatives 

such as: lift per hour, dual cycling, various advanced spreader technologies, Fastnet technology (on the 

drawing board) and others (Soderberg, et al, 2016). Management tools that increase productivity include 

sophisticated computer programs for interface handling of containers between the quay and the yard, 

including stowing plans, plans for dual cycling, sophisticated spreaders automation features and pick-up by 

appointment. In short, in the effort to improve efficiency and productivity, the container terminal 

management has to overcome many obstacles and challenges, some of which are costly technologies.   

6. GAP ANALYSIS 

Closing the gap between bay size increase and QC lifts per hour increase (Figure 1) is effective 

productivity. Effective productivity is defined as the number of moves per hour, which close the gap created 

by the increase in the containership’s largest bay size in order to complete a bay at an allotted amount of 

time. Obviously, containerships of different bay sizes require a different number of moves per hour using 

a mix of D&L tools identified above. 

• Assuming an allotted 20 hours to complete the largest bay (Table 2), an analysis of the different vessel 
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classes indicate that the Triple E requires a minimum of 39.60 lifts per hour (792/20) to D&L the largest 

bay of 40ft containers. A mixed bay of 20ft (40 percent) and 40ft (60 percent) containers requires 55.44 

lifts per hour (1,109/20).  

• Assuming a QC average of 35 lifts an hour (Table 1), the D&L of the largest bay of 40ft containers of 

a Triple E takes a minimum of 22.63 hours to complete. Furthermore, every increase in vessel class 

added 36 to 144 containers (88 average) and 1.03 to 4.11 hours (2.5 average) to the D&L time (from 

Table 1). The D&L of the largest mixed container bay (20ft and 40ft) for the New Panamax, Post New 

Panamax and the Triple E vessel class, takes more than 20 hours to complete. As before, an increase in 

vessel class added 51 to 201 containers (124 average) and 1.46 to 5.74 hours (3.5 average) to the D&L 

time (from Table 1). 

In short, both cases indicate that the number of moves per lift is larger than one (r > 1), where the total 

time to D&L a 40ft bay is less than  20 hours.  

Table 1.Lifts per hour required to D&L a containership in 20 hours and the number of hours required to D&L the 

largest bay at 38 lifts per hour 

 40ft container Mix of 40% 20ft and 60% 40ft containers 

Vessel class 

Number 

of 

containers 

for D&L 

Minimum 

lifts per 

hour 

in 20 hrs 

Minimum 

number of 

hours with 35 

lifts per hour 

Number of 

containers 

for D&L 

Minimum 

lifts per 

hour 

in 20 hrs 

Minimum 

number of 

hours with 35 

lifts per hour 

Panamax 262 13.10 7.49 367 18.34 10.48 

Panamax Max 336 16.80 9.60 470 23.52 13.44 

Post Panamax 396 19.80 11.31 554 27.72 15.84 

Post Panamax Plus 482 24.10 13.77 675 33.74 19.28 

New Panamax 612 30.60 17.49 857 42.84 24.48 

Post New Panamax 756 37.80 21.60 1,058 52.92 30.24 

Triple E 792 39.60 22.63 1,109 55.44 31.68 

 

A 10 percent increase in productivity due to dual cycling closes the gap for the Triple E bay of 40ft 

containers (35 x 1.10 = 38.5 moves per hour where the required average lifts per hour is only 39.6). But the 

10 percent increase in productivity of dual cycling is still inadequate in closing the gap for the mixed 

container bays for the New Panamax, Post New Panamax and the Triple E vessel class (Table 1). 

Multiple container moves with every QC lift, such as twinlift spreader technology (tandem or abreast), 

would close the gap. For example, the potential number of container moves of a twinlift spreader handling 

two containers in every lift (r = 2) at an average rate of 35 lifts per hour, in 20 hours is 1,400 containers (2 

x 35 x 20). Therefore, the Triple E mixed bay of 1,109 containers requires that 79 percent (1,109/1,400) of 

its containers be D&L by twinlift spreaders to complete the largest bay on time (Twin lifting the entire bay 

takes 15.84 hours = 1,109/(2 x 35)) (Table 2 and Figure 3). Obviously, the smaller the number of average 

lifts per hour, the larger the number of twinlift operations required. However, at 70 percent twinlift 

operation efficiency, the potential number of containers moved in 20 hours is only 980 (1,400 x 0.70), 

which indicates that the entire bay should be a twinlift operation.   

Table 2 and figures 2 and 3 illustrate the performance outcomes of various lifts per hour. They indicate 

that a vessel’s QC D&L operation at a low lifts per hour rate with twinlift spreaders always generate higher 

moves per hour. The benefits of using twinlift spreaders are especially important when the ratio of twinlift 

operations is larger than 0.50. Because a 0.50 twinlift operation is equivalent to the baseline of r = 1 

operation with a single spreader of one container per lift, which is also the minimum required operation 

ratio to stay on time.   
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Table 2. Twinlift D&L operation ratio in order to complete the largest bay in 20 hours 

Vessel class 

40ft containers (lifts per hour) 
Mixed 20ft and 40ft containers* (lifts per 

hour) 

Number of 

containers 
30 35 38 40 

Number of 

containers 
30 35 38 40 

Panamax 262 0.22 0.19 0.17 0.16 367 0.31 0.26 0.24 0.23 

Panamax Max 336 0.28 0.24 0.22 0.21 470 0.39 0.34 0.31 0.29 

Post Panamax 396 0.33 0.28 0.26 0.25 554 0.46 0.40 0.36 0.35 

Post Panamax 

Plus 
482 0.40 0.34 0.32 0.30 675 0.56 0.48 0.44 0.42 

New Panamax 612 0.51 0.44 0.40 0.38 857 0.71 0.61 0.56 0.54 

Post New 

Panamax 
756 0.63 0.54 0.50 0.47 1,058 0.88 0.76 0.70 0.66 

Triple E 792 0.66 0.57 0.52 0.50 1,109 0.92 0.79 0.73 0.69 

*40% of 20ft and 60% of 40ft containers 

 

Figure 2: Twinlift Operation Ratios for a 40ft Container Bay 

The ratios of QC twinlift D&L operations of the largest bay of 40ft containers at different lifts per hour 

(Table 2 and Figure 2) indicate that the Triple E equals one container per lift only at 40 lifts per hour rate 

(0.50). The others fall behind and require exstensive twinlift operations.  

A D&L operation of a mixed bay of 20ft and 40ft containers requires twinlifts to be completed in 20 

hours. For instance, the Triple E at 30 lifts per hour requires that 92 percent [1,109/(30 x 20 x 2)] of the QC 

operation be twinlift. A QC with 40 lifts per hour requires a twinlift of only 69 percent of the operation 

(Table 2 and Figure 3). In short, four classes of vessels require twinlift operations in an allotted 20 hours.  

A twinlift operation could handle a maximum of four 20ft containers (tandem and abreast). Applying 

this number of moves per lift (r = 4) reduces the time even further. Clearly, a three 40ft container operation 

and its combinations (tandem and abreast) will complete D&Ling a bay faster than one container per lift. 

Still, a dual lift D&L operation (d = 0.10) at 70 percent capacity (t = 0.70) would be slower (Table 1).  
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Figure 3: Twinlift Operation Ratios for a Mixed Bay of 20ft and 40ft Containers 

Bay time also depends on the number of bays blocked by a QC. As indicated before, with the existing 

technology the standard QC physically blocks two bays. Therefore, when a QC serves two adjacent bays, 

it takes double the amount of time it takes to D&L one bay in anyone of the outlined scenarios above.  

7. PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT ALTERNATIVES AND ILLUSTRATIONS 

Containership D&L operation’s schedule is based on QC productivity. The larger the productivity, the 

shorter the bay time, berth time and port time. In order to be competitive, container port managers improve 

productivity by resorting to a combination of managerial tools and technologies. 

Equation 2 illustrates the inverse relationship between QC productivity and bay time. Bay size (Bic) is 

constant per vessel and frequently within vessel class. Therefore, a container terminal with a contractual 

obligation to complete a containership within a given amount of time (hereinafter bay time of 20 hours) 

must increase it QC productivity (P and r) as the vessel’s bay size increases with the deployment of wider 

containerships. For example, the Triple E containership with 396 40ft containers in the largest bay increased 

from the 378 40ft containers in the largest bay of the Post New Panamax containership vessel class. Thus, 

in order for a container terminal to fully D&L the Triple E new bay size and maintain a 20 hour bay time, 

the productivity level had to increase from an average of 37.8 (378 x 2/20) moves per hour to an average 

of 39.6 (396 x 2/20) moves per hour. The average two additional moves per hour can be achieved in multiple 

ways frequently by spreader technology that determines how many containers a spreader moves in one lift. 

Advanced spreader technology moves multiple containers in one lift. Using equation 2, r takes various 

values depending on spreader and operation technologies.  

7.1 Single lift operation (baseline) 

Container operations start with a single container lift. The simplest D&L operation is to lift one container 

at a time (import or discharge container) and return the spreader empty for the next discharge. In terms of 

equation 2, r = 1, assuming t = 1 and d = 1, therefore, Bit = 2Bic /P. 

Presently the global range of D&Ling operations of a single lift per hour is between 33 and 38. For 

instance, a single lift operation of D&L of a bay of 792 40ft (396 x 2) containers at a productivity level of 

35 lifts per hour takes 22.6 hours (792/35). Furthermore, since a standard QC blocks two bays, it takes 45.2 

hours to complete two adjacent bays.  
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Bays are frequently stacked with a mix of 20ft and 40ft containers. Therefore, the amount of time it takes 

to D&L a mixed bay is larger. For instance, a split bay with 40 percent of 20ft containers and 60 percent of 

40ft containers takes 31.7 hours to D&L [(792 x 0.4) x 2 + (792 x 0.6) = 1,109/35] or 63.4 hours for two 

adjacent bays, an additional 40 percent compared to a bay with the same size containers.  

Ports that require safety margin and/or interference avoidance in their operation add space between QCs 

that blocks additional bays (OECD/ITF, 2015) and requires additional time to complete adjacent bays. One 

and two additional bay blockages increase bay time to 67.8 hours and 95 hours, respectively, in the two 

aforementioned examples. Furthermore, Hyongmo (2015) calculates that the maximum number of QCs per 

containership should be one QC per about 50 meters (164ft) of the vessel’s length (LOA), thereby blocking 

four bays. Reaffirming this ratio is the practice of deploying eight QCs per 400 meters of the vessel’s length 

and, again, the perception that vessel length is the dominating factor (van Marle, 2015) where actually the 

vessel’s beam is the dominating factor, not the vessel’s length, in determining bay time and berth time 

(Yahalom and Guan, 2016, 2017). 

The large amount of time it takes to D&L wide containerships is not competitive and not acceptable to 

the container port customers. QC developers seek to increase QC productivity in order to reduce bay time 

and consequently berth time and port time. 

7.2 Single lift and dual cycle operation 

The most economical method (operating with existing equipment and a sophisticated crane/yard 

operating system) to increase QC productivity and reduce the bay time gap is by using a dual cycle operation 

(Goodchild 2005; Goodchild and Daganzo 2006; Goodchild and Daganzo 2007; World Caro News 2007; 

Zhang and Kim 2009; also called “dual command cycle operation” by Kim and Lee, 2015). Testing dual 

cycling confirmed a 10 percent productivity improvement and in one instance a 30 percent improvement 

(World Caro News 2007). In terms of equation 2, d = 1.10, r = 1 and t = 1 or 0.70.  

For example, applying the 10 percent productivity increase due to dual cycling (d = 1.10, r = 1 and 

t = 1) to the two aforementioned, reduces the bay time from 22.63 hours to 20.57 hours [792/(1.1*35)] for 

the same container size per bay and from 31.7 hours to 28.8 hours [1,109/(1.1*35)] for a mixed containers 

per bay of 20ft and 40ft, respectively. Furthermore, since dual cycling productivity improvements are for 

the entire operation, the aforementioned figures are not subject to utilization constraints (t) of 70 percent. 

However, given the large gap indicated above (Figure 1), dual cycling is not enough to close the indicated 

gap. 

7.3 Advanced spreader technology  

Advanced spreader technology, increases QC productivity, are spreaders that discharge multiple 

containers in one lift abreast (side-by-side) and/or in tandem (one-after-another). At the present time, due 

to technological limitations, multiple container moves are only for discharge operations. We expect future 

multiple container moves for load as well. Multiple containers per lift include: a twinlift (tandem, abreast 

or vertical, also called Vertical Tandem Lift - VTL), triple spreader (three-lift in various abreast and tandem 

combinations), quadruple lift (in various abreast and tandem combinations), BLOK-BEAM spreader 

technology handles six empty containers in a block of three horizontally and three more below (r = 6) 

(Louppova, 2016; MAREX 2016), SINGA Port (Jiang, et al 2015) envisions an operation with a “triple 

hoist quay crane with tandem lift. The quay crane can achieve 38 moves per hour and move 152 TEUs per 

hour” and others (Lind, et al 2007; ZPMC n.d.; Louppova 2016; MAREX 2016). Hay (2016) reports 60 

containers move per hour.  

7.4 Multiple lift operation 

The most common multiple container lift used is the twinlift abreast (twin-40). Twinlift spreaders 

increase efficiency and versatility. A twinlift spreader can discharge four TEUs per cycle (two 40ft 

containers abreast, four 20ft containers abreast, tandem or 12 containers abreast, tandem combinations) 
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with a single set of controls and operator (Johansen, 2007).  

Many container terminals separate the discharge and load of a twinlift operation. After the discharge 

operation is completed, the load operation starts. In terms of equation 2, presently: the discharge rate could 

be r = 2, 3 or 4. The load operation is one container per lift, r = 1 (assuming d = 1 and t = 1).  

For instance, assuming a flawless operation (d = 1 and t = 1) of a twinlift 40ft spreader that fully 

discharges a Triple E bay by lifting in every discharge two 40ft containers (r = 2) and loading one container 

at a time at 35 lift per hour, it takes 16.97 hours [396/(2 x 35) + 396/35] to complete D&Ling of a bay of 

396 40ft containers; discharge of r = 3 takes 15.09 hours and for r = 4 it takes 14.14 hours (Table 3, line 3). 

Thus, effectively, the overall multiple discharge operation reduces the total number of trolley trips ratio to 

r = 1.5, 1.33 and 1.25, respectively (Table 3, line 6). A QC operation of two adjacent bays will double these 

figures. 

The probability of a flawless multi spreader operation throughout the entire bay (t = 1) is very small; 

therefore, the actual amount of time to D&L a bay of 40ft containers is larger. At an operating productivity 

of 70 percent (t = 0.70), the aforementioned will be 24.24 (16.97 x 1/0.70), 21.54 and 20.2 hours, 

respectively (Table 3, line 4). However, with dual cycle (d = 0.10) the number of hours decline to 22.04 

(24.24/1.1), 19.59 and 18.37, respectively (Table 3, line 4a). A mixed bay at 70 percent efficiency will 

generate bay time of 30.87, 27.45 and 25.73 hours, respectively (Table 3, line 4a). Applying this 

methodology to all vessel classes indicates that presently a bay with 40ft containers of the Post New 

Panamax and the Triple E will take more than 20 hours to D&L with twinlifts of 35 lifts per hour but triple 

and quatro lifts will put the bay time operation below 20 hours (Figure 4). 

Table 3. The number of hours to D&L a Triple E containership using multiple lift operation  

Activity 

# of 

Boxe

s 

Container size 40ft 

# of 

Boxe

s 

20ft and 40ft 

Spreader technology Spreader technology 

Singl

e lift 

Twin

-lift 

Triple

-lift 

Quatro

-lift 

Singl

e lift 

Twin

-lift 

Triple

-lift 

Quatro

-lift 

Design moves per lift (r)  1 2 3 4  1 2 3 4 

Present           

1. Discharge time (multiple 

lifts) 
396 11.31 5.66 3.77 2.83 555 15.86 7.93 5.29 3.96 

2. Load time (single lift) 396 11.31 11.31 11.31 11.31 554 15.83 15.83 15.83 15.83 

3. Total Time (hours) 792 22.63 16.97 15.09 14.14 1109 31.69 23.76 21.11 19.79 

4. Coefficient of utilization 

(t=0.70) hours 
 NA 24.24 21.55 20.20  NA 33.94 30.16 28.28 

4a. (d=0.10) + (t=0.70) 

hours 
  22.04 19.59 18.37   30.85 27.42 25.71 

5. Ratio of multiple lift to 

single lift 
 1 0.75 0.67 0.63  1 0.75 0.67 0.62 

6. Actual number of trolley 
trips (r) 

792 2 1.5 1.33 1.25 1109 2 1.50 1.33 1.25 

Future           

7. Future D&L time 792 22.63 11.31 7.54 5.66 1109 31.69 15.84 10.56 7.92 

8. Ratio of multiple lift to 

single lift 
 1 0.50 0.33 0.25  1 0.50 0.33 0.25 

9. Dual-cycle coefficient 
(d=0.10) 

792 20.57 10.78 7.30 5.52 1109 28.81 15.09 10.22 7.73 

10. Coefficient of utilization 

(t=0.70) 
792 NA 16.16 10.78 8.08 1109 NA 22.63 15.09 11.32 

11. (d=0.10) + (t=0.70) 792 NA 15.39 10.43 7.88 1109 NA 21.55 14.60 11.04 
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Similarly, a mixed bay of 20ft and 40ft containers will presently take more time to D&L at the same 

conditions. At mixed bay dual cycle operations at 35 lifts per hour and 70 percent productivity, even at a 

quatro lift, is not enough to obtain a bay time of 20 hours. The vessels class that are affected include the 

Post Panamax, New Panamax, Post New Panamax and the Triple E (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 4: Present D&L Time of 40ft Container Bays at 35 Lifts per Hour Dual Cycle and 70 Percent Productivity 

 

Figure 5: Present D&L Time of Mixed Container Bay at 35 Lifts per Hour Dual Cycle and 70 Percent Productivity 

The future aforementioned advanced twinlift spreader operation is expected to be of multiple containers 

in every D&L.  

• In terms of equation 2, r = 2, 3, and 4, d = 1 and t = 1. The operation times are 11.31, 7.54 and 5.66 

hours respectively and the overall operation is reduced by 1/2, 1/3, and 1/4, respectively (Table 3, lines 

7 and 8), which is time efficient compared to the contemporary operation system.  

• Advanced spreader technology and dual cycle operation provide additional operation efficiencies. In 

terms of equation 2, assuming d = 0.10, the r’s are: twinlift r = 2.1, triple lift r = 3.1 and quadruple lift 
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r = 4.1. The corresponding amounts of time to D&L a 396 container bay are 10.78, 7.30 and 5.52 hours, 

respectively (Table 3, line 9).  

• But, with a likelihood of only 70 percent operation efficiency (t = 0.70), the aforementioned figures are 

16.16 (11.31 x 1/0.70), 10.78 and 8.08 hours, respectively (Table 3, line 10).  

• Finally, the aforementioned with dual cycling (d = 0.10) and partial utilization (t = 0.70) the operation 

takes 15.39, 10.43 and 7.88 hours, respectively (Table 3, line 11).  

The future D&L operation, by fully twin-lifting a bay, is expected to be achieved in stages starting a full 

twinlift below deck before reaching a total twinlift operation.  

The number of twinlift spreader operations of QC trips depends also on the mix of 20ft and 40ft 

containers in a bay. The twinlift technology is versatile and could lift 12 combinations of 20ft and 40ft 

container configuration. Table 3 illustrates the time it takes to D&L a Triple E bay of 396 mixed containers 

of 40 percent 20ft containers and 60 percent 40ft containers. The illustration is parallel to the 40ft container 

case. The comparison highlights that it takes 40 percent more time to D&L a mixed bay across the board 

when compared to a single bay D&L operation. However, it also indicates that twinlift and triple lift 

in every lift will close the gap and keep a bay time D&L operation at 20 hours or less.   

8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Completing D&Ling the largest bay, which is the dominating factor, of very large containerships in an 

allotted amount of time is a container’s port industry challenge. The gap between containership bay size 

growth and QC lifts per hour growth is growing with every launch of a new containership class.  

The gap is recognized by the port industry and its technology providers. Multiple solutions and tools 

were developed to D&L the largest bay in order to increase QC moves per hour that will keep a 

containership at the port for the minimum amount of time.  

This paper has developed an effective productivity concept that calculates the number of moves per hour 

needed to complete D&Ling the largest bay on time using multiple D&L technologies and operation 

processes. Since every container terminal and containership are different, it is not possible to prescribe a 

uniform solution to close the gap. Every terminal is designed differently and uses different equipment, the 

equipment operators have different skills, and the contractual agreement addresses allotted time differently. 

However, within the variety of solutions presently available, advanced spreader technology and dual 

cycling, in this order, dominate.   

Presently, due to operation limitations and technological and operations constraints, the QC operations, 

on very large containerships, are not able to comply with the contractual allotted time. The paper 

demonstrates that a mixed bay of 20ft and 40ft containers in large containerships (Post Panamax Plus, New 

Panamax, Post New Panamax and Triple E) takes more than 20 hours to D&L the largest bay using a single 

lift operation, and that with every increase in containership class the average number of hours of D&L 

increased by 3.5 hours. Multiple spreader operation at 70 percent productivity and dual cycling improve 

performance, but it does not close the gap. As a result, containerships are delayed and shipping lines call 

multiple ports in a voyage.  

In the future, container terminals are expected to gradually accommodate the vessels by overcoming the 

present limitations and constraints associated with the vessel (no hatch) and container yard operations (a 

QC per bay). Other expected improvements in the D&L operations include: an increase in the number of 

lifts per hour from 38 to 50 per hour, an increase in spreader operations efficiency from 70 to 90 percent 

and an increase in dual cycling efficiency from 10 to 50 percent. These performance improvements require 

investments in advanced spreaders capable of multiple container lifts, invest in new QC per bay technology 

(such as “Fastnet”), monitor system operations to increase dual cycling, and overall improve operations 

synchronization. These measures will increase the move-to-lift ratio and vessel turnaround time quicker.  

Future research should concentrate on accommodations’ challenges of new technologies such as 

spreaders, vessel design (especially beam size), methods to close the operations gap (operation systems 

analysis and synchronization analysis), and the determination of the right mix of equipment.   
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